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About This Game

Welcome back to the new and improved Freddy Fazbear's Pizza!

In Five Nights at Freddy's 2, the old and aging animatronics are joined by a new cast of characters. They are kid-friendly,
updated with the latest in facial recognition technology, tied into local criminal databases, and promise to put on a safe and

entertaining show for kids and grown-ups alike!

What could go wrong?

As the new security guard working nights, your job is to monitor cameras and make sure nothing goes wrong after-hours. The
previous guard has complained about the characters trying to get into the office (he has since been moved to day-shift). So to

make your job easier, you've been provided with your very own empty Freddy Fazbear head, which should fool the animatronic
characters into leaving you alone if they should accidentally enter your office.
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As always, Fazbear Entertainment is not responsible for death or dismemberment.
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Man i missed the old days of Fnaf. Pretty good sequel to the original. Adds other monsters and some other gameplay aspects
that ACTUALLY add to the game. 9\/10. This is my most favorite fnaf game of all, some people might find doing the same
repetitive actions everytime gets boring, but every game has repetive actions too, and in my opinion, I'm okay with some
repetition. I also find the hate on this game to be a little stupid, because some people barely play it, and only hate the game
because of the fan base, and sometimes it's okay to hate a game by its fanbase, but only when the creators of the game support
any terrible content that can show up with their game. For example, Fortnite, the game would be good, if the fanbase was good,
because most of the fanbase is just doing default dances, buying skins, that might die out a year later, and then clickbait on
youtube for views. I also like these fnaf games for their stories, it can get a bit cliche sometimes, but otherwise, it's a bit
creative.
It can get a bit stall if you play for too long, so I give it a
7.5\/10 for the repition.

BTW I allowed comments so if you have any complaints then tell me.
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